
S.L.SURI D.A.V. PUBLIC SR. SEC. SCHOOL 

JANAKPURI, NEW DELHI 

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (2022 – 23)   

CLASS I        

       

SUMMER VACACTIONS are here. 
 

A few vital suggestions are listed below to make the vacations more exciting and 
fruitful than ever before. 
 
The quantity of time spent is as important as the quality of time. Do ensure that 
you are available to your child wherever they need you. 
1. Keep at least an hour a day for sharing experience with your child. 
2. Exercise daily in fresh morning. 
3. Encourage your child to speak in English. Fix an hour in a day when you 
communicate with your child only in English. 
4. Develop self help skills, Let your child dress and feed his / her own. 
5. Enjoy playing outdoor games. 
6. Go out on a picnic with your family. 
7. Learn to cook something without fire. 
8. Read aloud at least one story and encourage your ward to read a story daily. 
9. Encourage your ward to use magic words (SORRY, THANK YOU, AND PLEASE) 
and  apply in their life. 
10. Teach your child to keep the surroundings clean.   
 

                                                            
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
ENGLISH  
 
    READING – 1. Read at least 4 story books in the holidays. 
                         2. Read one page daily from ENGLISH – READER book. 
 
     WRITING – 1. Write one poem other than book on A-3 size sheet along with one 
bold picture related to it.  
                          2. On an (A-4) size sheet, draw a picture on each sheet using any 5 
sounds given below and name the picture in bold letters. 
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                          3. Do 2 pages of writing in a week. 
 

MATHS  

1.Practice all  concepts done in the class .  
2. Complete Math Book up to page 53.  
3.Make a chart on A-3 size sheet on any one topic.  
 

1.Addition on number line  2. Addition on abacus 

3.Ascending order 4.Descending order 

5.Capacity 6.Shapes 

 
4.Learn number names from 1 to 50. 

         TREE 

 



5.Play Ludo, Snake And Ladder, Tambola  etc games with numbers. 
 
E.V.S 
 
1.Learn and revise all work done in the class . 
2.Make a collage of pictures along with their names on A-3 size sheet on any two 
topics given below. 

1. Fruits 2. Vegetables 

3. Milk products 4. Sense organs 

5. Healthy food items 6. Junk food items 

7. Things required to clean ourselves 8. Houses 

9. Water uses and sources 10. Plants (things we get from plants)   

11. Water animals 12. Land animals   

 ___________________________________________________________________ 
 
HINDI 

 

  
Total 5 (A3) size sheet and 10 (A4) size sheets are required to be submitted. 
 
 



 
 
 

LIFE ON LAND  

DEAR PARENT ,  

As a special initiative at the 1stlevel , and to catch them Young , Sustainable 
Developmental Goals ( UN defined collection of global goals, the blueprint to 
achieve a better and more sustainable future for all ) has been taken up 
extensively to make the students aware of the SDG .  

In this , we have chosen SDG 15 ( LIFE ON LAND ) as the topic of the Summer 
Holiday Homework .  

A wide range of activities have been planned and worksheets are created 
to encourage students to protect their environment and keep the tiny tots 
engaged fruitfully during the summer break , fostering a fun-filled learning 
environment . With the help of these activities , the child will be able to :  

1. Understand the importance of living in harmony with nature . 2. 
Gain knowledge about different types of plants and its parts 3. 
Understand the importance of saving natural resources like water . 
4. Develop empathy towards all living beings  

Some creative activities and worksheets are planned for fun and knowledge for 
kids as Summer Holiday Homework . Parents are requested to help their ward 
to complete the activities by themselves .We would appreciate and love to see 
the work of our tiny tots .  

Note - 1. Do this work on A-3 size sheets.  

2 . Show your creative mind and make your work attractive . 

TOPIC 1: Water – ONE DROP COULD SAVE OUR THIRSTY 
WORLD IMPORTANCE OF WATER IN OUR LIFE  
1 .It’s very important to have clean water.  



2 . Adequate water intake in children will keep them hydrated, improve blood circulation and 
digestion, and also aid in gaining proper weight.  

3. When clean water is guaranteed, we become healthier and stronger. Not only animals, 
but all living creatures like plants, birds, animals and insects need water to survive .  

 

TOPIC 2: PLANTS - PLANT MORE TREES 

 
 


